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Desecrated gravestone, Perm Jewish cemetery
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VOLGA FEDERAL DISTRICT
KIROV OBLAST
Highlights from the Previous Report

The RNU held a meeting during which it offered to cooperate with police to maintain order, fight
against non-Russian Orthodox religions, and work with local youth. During the March 2000 election
campaign, the police fined RNU members for illegally distributing election propaganda.
Neo-Pagans gathered in the village of Vesenevo, shouting antisemitic slogans, including the words
“Heil Hitler!” A local newspaper published a viciously antisemitic joke.
Throughout 1999-2000, the local authorities attempted to disband a Pentecostal church. The main
piece of “evidence” against the church was a secretly videotaped Pentecostal service that was given
by a local Russian Orthodox priest to the authorities as “proof” that the Pentecostals were using mass
hypnosis. A district court in Kirov ruled against the Department of Justice’s request to disband the
church, but the church continued to report harassment by the regional authorities.
Extremist Groups
Nikolai Dengin—head of the local branch of one of the RNU’s successor organizations “Russian
Rebirth”—ran for a seat in the regional legislature (it is not known if he won or not). A March 2001
profile of the candidate published in the local newspaper Vyatsky kray revealed that in 1997 he
founded “the military-patriotic club ‘Kolovrat,’ where youth are prepared for service in the military.”1
The RNU and its successor organizations often name their youth branches “Kolovrat” after an
ancient Russian symbol that resembles the swastika. A May 2001 article in the same newspaper
reported that children as young as 14 train at the “Kolovrat” club, “many from broken homes.” Over
800 children from the city of Kirov and surrounding towns had already passed through the training
school at the time the article was published, many of whom had later served in Chechnya, where they
found that the training they had received at the “Kolovrat” club “prepared them well for real combat.” Students start by taking “theoretical” (ideological?) courses and then proceed to marching,
hand to hand combat, weapons training and first aid. The club also runs a camp every year in which
around 150 youth experience a close simulation of army life.
It is especially disturbing that despite the fact that Vyatsky kray had published two months previously
a profile of Mr. Dengin in which his leadership of the local branch of Russia’s most notorious hate
groups was mentioned, the author of the May 2001 article had nothing but praise for the “Kolovrat”
club, and made no direct mention of the RNU or “Russian Rebirth”:
Nikolai Dengin thinks that the hardest phase of the founding of the club is already past. There were all sorts of
rumors about his activities, but now the reputation of “Kolovrat” has been won. Parents, officials at the
Pervomaysky draft commission and the police have all been convinced—in the club, future Russian warriors are
being trained who will be able to stand up to barracks violence and not get confused in battle… [Ellipsis in the
original]2

In early 2001, the antisemitic newspaper Vserossiyskaya gazeta russkikh narodnykh prosvetiteley
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(“The All-Russian Newspaper of Russian People’s Enlighteners”) profiled an antisemitic neo-pagan
cult in Kirov Oblast led by somebody nicknamed Dobroslav (see the Kirov Oblast section of UCSJ’s
previous report for more details about this cult). The author of the article called Dobroslav “a fighter
against the Jewish occupiers… He asserts that all of television and all the media has been seized by
the Jews.”3 His outspoken antisemitic and anti-Christian views apparently got him into trouble with
the local authorities, who started a criminal case against him based on Article 282 of the Criminal
Code, which bans the incitement of ethnic or religious hatred. However, in December 2001, the case
against Dobroslav was closed.4
Religious Intolerance
In January 2001, the regional Department of Justice refused to re-register the Pentecostal “VolgaVyatsky Christian Center” in the city of Vyatskie Polyany and moved to disband it through a court
procedure. However, on July 13, 2001 the Kirov City Court refused the Department’s request.5
In July 2001, a local paper reported that Baptists from the nearby republics of Mari-El and
Chuvashia had been beaten by fishermen whom they tried to preach to. The article referred to the
Baptists in a derogatory manner as “representatives of the religious sect of Baptists.”6
An October 2001 article in the same newspaper compared Jehovah’s Witnesses, Baptists and other
“sects” to Nazis and terrorists. The author wildly claimed that the spread of religions other than
Russian Orthodoxy and Islam was part of Hitler’s plan to divide and conquer Russia, a plan that is
being carried out today by foreign missionaries. He criticized the fact that, supposedly, the government treats all religions equally—whether the authorities are dealing with “a Russian Orthodox
diocese or, literally, a gang of militant Satanists.” He concludes with the following warning:
[T]he centers of a series of the biggest sects are concentrated in America, they have here, in Russia and, in part,
in our region, a whole army of people subject to their will. And who knows what command their leaders beyond
the ocean will give to this army when a certain “X Hour” strikes?7

NIZHNY NOVGOROD OBLAST
Highlights from the Previous Report
The RNU participated in a 400 person rally in Nizhny Novgorod commemorating the Russian Revolution. The headquarters of the Union of Rights Forces, a liberal political party, was vandalized by
local students, who destroyed office equipment and painted Nazi symbols on the walls. Authorities
in the city of Knyaginino announced that there would be no investigation of a clash between RNU
members and Kurds.
Forty gravestones in a Jewish cemetery were smashed. Within two weeks, the police arrested eight
teenagers, but did not charge them because they were underage. The newspaper Delo published an
article calling for Chechnya to be wiped off the map. Prosecutors declined to bring charges of
inciting ethnic hatred against the paper, instead giving its editor a warning based on the law “On the
Media.” A Baptist minister told Keston News Service that permission from the local Russian Orthodox bishop is needed before any television or radio programs about Baptists are allowed to be broadcast.
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UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions8

On the level of government in Nizhny Novgorod, there is no antisemitism. This is a relatively calm
city. Hopefully, it will remain that way after the gubernatorial elections.
As far as grassroots (bytovoy) antisemitism, that does exist. Here are several incidents:
1. The destruction, twice, of gravestones in the Jewish cemetery in the city’s Leningradsky
district. In the last incident, the culprits were found—they were under-aged. The question is,
who stands behind them?
2. Antisemitic Russian Orthodox literature is constantly on sale at Russian Orthodox church
stalls which talks about a “kike-Mason” (or in a “softer” variant—“Zionist-Mason”) conspiracy against Christianity, or more concretely, against Russia. One example is the frequent
republication of the book “It is Near, at the Door” by the publisher of “The Protocols of the
Elders of Zion” Sergey Nilus, as well as analogous writings by the contemporary historian
Oleg Platonov.
3. On the doors of a church book stall near the famous Stroganovsky Church, a disgusting
antisemitic leaflet was pasted during the entire period of the Great Fast (but it was taken
down, or more accurately, ripped down the day after Orthodox Easter, on April 16 of this year
[2001]). The leaflet was written on a computer, with many grammatical mistakes. It asserts,
in part, that there supposedly “exists a law according to which every Jew who wants to earn
eternal salvation and the blessing of God needs to kill at least one Christian. Though externally, Jews can be friends with Christians.”
4. Every Tuesday at the Palace of Labor (on Minin Square in the very center of town!) extremely antisemitic, fascist newspapers are sold, including Russkaya pravda, Za russkoe delo
and Nashe otechestvo.
5. There exists a nationalist-patriotic organization called “Otchizna” whose leader V. Kalentev
is always looking around for Zionists.
6. Among the intelligentsia, the historical figure Lev Gumilyov is popular. He, among other
things, asserts that Yakhve, who sent a sign to Moses through the burning bush, is not a god
at all, but a “burning demon.” In other words, Jews are devil worshipers.
7. Among occultists, theosophists and other believers in mysticism, there are several people
who sympathize with the ideas of the late Vladimir Danilov, who combined the “Aryan” idea
of Slavic paganism with Krishnaism and antisemitism. In Danilov’s opinion (and he wrote
many books on this theme), “the followers of Moses… have been sent to enslave humanity.”
There are other similar incidents, but perhaps that is enough.
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Extremist Groups
RNU

In October 2000, a local newspaper reported that around 100 RNU members met in a Dzerzhinsk
restaurant to celebrate the 10th anniversary of their movement.9
That same month, residents of Kstovo were thrown into a panic after a series of brutal murders
blamed on Satanists. Armed members of the local RNU patrolled the streets, threatening to deal
with any Satanists they found.10 In the late 1990s, media reports surfaced that the mayor of Kstovo
allegedly collaborated with the RNU.11 In April 2001, seven 18-22 year old residents of the city were
arrested on suspicion of three murders and several muggings. The police arrested a gang of young
men who, according to the article, made each other’s acquaintance through their membership in the
RNU. None of the suspects has a criminal record, and all fit the typical profile of RNU members:
they are in very good physical shape and refrain from abusing alcohol or other drugs. The gang used
the “Fortuna” bar as a base of operations. On several occasions, they mugged passersby, dragging
them into dark alleys and often beating them unconscious.
The first murder victim, 17 year old Ivan Khudobin, was beaten to death with leather belts and boots
on September 10, 2000. On October 1, 2000 the body of Vladmir Salnikov was discovered. He was
stabbed over 30 times, allegedly for refusing to give the RNU killers a cigarette. The body of the
third victim, 26 year old Artyom Nikolaev, the father of a two year old, was discovered on November
8, 2000. Allegedly, he was killed after witnessing a beating administered by the suspects.12
Despite these arrests, the RNU again went on patrol on the streets of Kstovo in September 2001 after
a series of unexplained suicides among local youths that many residents blamed on cults.13
An August 1-2 celebration marking the 10th anniversary of the transfer of the remains of Saint
Serafim of Sarov to the Holy Trinity Serafim Diveevo Nunnery was attended by top government
officials, who practically rubbed shoulders with Aleksandr Barkashov, the founder of the RNU. A
news agency reported that Presidential Plenipotentiary for the Volga Federal District Sergey
Kirienko, the acting governor of the Nizhny Novgorod region Ivan Sklyarov (who had just lost a reelection bid), the chairman of the regional government Sergey Obozov and the chairman of the
regional legislature Anatoly Kozeradsky all attended services held to mark the occasion. The nunnery has had ties with the RNU for many years and the hate group, which sent 150 of its fighters to
the nunnery for the ceremony, regularly provides security for special events there. Apparently, Mr.
Barkashov did not attend services at the same time as the government VIPs, and he obeyed a request
from the local FSB not to provide security for the event. However, RNU fighters were allowed to
distribute extremist literature during a large religious procession near the nunnery.
None of the government officials attending the service commented on the nearby presence of the
RNU or on the nunnery’s open, long-standing ties with the notorious hate group. The deputy chief of
the district administration where the nunnery is located—Vasily Malyshev—was quoted as saying
that the RNU has an agreement with the district administration and the police that permits the group
to participate in events at the nunnery, provided that its members do not engage in any illegal activity
while there. He added that: “We don’t really act jointly with them… It would be better if they
weren’t there at all. We have enough forces at our disposal to provide security.”14 A separate news
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report added that a priest affiliated with the nunnery blessed the RNU members.
Skinheads
According to Aleksandr Tarasov, an expert on skinheads in Russia, there are around 2,000 skinheads
in Nizhny Novgorod.16
During a November 2000 newspaper interview with local skinheads, one skinhead was quoted as
saying: “We hate Zionists, Azeris, Chechens and in general all blacks.” The interview also revealed
the names of two local rock bands associated with skinheads: “Svetloyar” and “Expansion.”17
In November 2001, a local newspaper published a profile of Nizhny Novgorod skinheads. In contrast to their typical social-economic background in other cities, the paper reports that most Nizhny
Novgorod skinheads “come from good families and study in prestigious universities.” The author of
the article was very critical of the local authorities, writing that inter-ethnic problems are “every year
becoming more intense” and that:
[W]hile the public and the officials sleep, the skinheads feel totally comfortable celebrating every year Hitler’s
birthday, to which this reporter has been a witness many times… Our skinheads are sure that the hour in which
they will ‘waste the blacks’ is not far away. For now, according to what one of them told me, they do not have
the necessary numbers or organization. However, they are confident that their occasional attacks on students
from Asia and Africa, as well as on our guests from the Caucasus, will grow into something bigger. This mood is
present not just among them [the skinheads] but also among a significant part of Nizhny Novgorod’s youth, who
when the ‘X’ hour comes, won’t fail to join up with the skinheads.18

In a series of attacks possibly committed by skinheads, African students at the Nizhny Novgorod
Medical Academy were beaten by what a news report termed “local racists” on December 17, 2001.
One student from Sudan was hospitalized in serious condition. This was at least the second time
such an attack took place. The students were reportedly convinced that the local police would not be
able to solve the problem, and appealed to their respective embassies in Moscow for help instead.19
Other Extremist Groups
Around 150 members of the National Bolshevik Party held a demonstration in Nizhny Novgorod
outside the office of the Society of Russian-Chechen Friendship on March 5, 2001. The neo-fascists
chanted slogans condemning the “anti-Russian” activities of the organization, which seeks to promote peaceful dialogue between Russians and Chechens. The demonstrators held signs with slogans
like: “Send the Chechens to Auschwitz!”, “No Chechnya—no war!” and “Purge Chechnya using the
Beria method!” Lavrenty Beria was one of Stalin’s most notorious secret police chiefs.
Despite the fact that these slogans clearly violated Article 282 of the Russian Criminal Code, which
prohibits the incitement of ethnic or religious hatred, police reportedly idly stood by throughout the
demonstration, and the local authorities gave permission for the rally to go forward, notwithstanding
the extremist reputation of the National Bolsheviks. The head of the Society of Russian-Chechen
Friendship, Stanislav Dmitrievsky, was quoted as saying that the passivity of the authorities in the
face of such a demonstration reminded him of “Germany in the 1920s… when police indifferently
watched torch bearing processions.”20
In December 2001, a crowd of mostly elderly demonstrators gathered in Nizhny Novgorod to protest
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the widespread sale and advertisement of alcohol in the city. The militant teetotalers linked alcohol
consumption with Jewish conspiracies, holding signs like “If you drink wine and beer, you are a
lackey of Tel Aviv!” as well as yelling antisemitic slogans. The rally near the “Elektron” movie
theater was organized by the antisemitic, monarchist group “Otchizna,” but included some Communists. A local newspaper covering the event sharply criticized nearby policemen for “not reacting in
any way” to illegal hate speech by rally participants.21
Other Antisemitic Incidents
A letter from a Nizhny Novgorod resident published in the antisemitic St. Petersburg newspaper
Nashe otechestvo revealed that former Minister of the Press Boris Mironov made a public appearance in Nizhny Novgorod sometime in 2001 during which he “called the Russian people to an armed
uprising against the kikes.” The writer was especially incensed by a meeting of local “Messianic
Jews” (most likely from the Christian missionary group “Jews for Jesus”).22
In August 2001, 53 gravestones, most of which were Jewish, were
damaged by vandals in an Arzamas cemetery. The vandals
knocked down gravestones, covered others with paint, and
scratched out portraits of the deceased on the headstones. In
September 2001, police arrested some suspects. In addition, the
city administration aided in efforts to restore the gravestones and
clean up other consequences of the vandalism.23
Aftermath of Arzamas cemetery
desecration

In September 2001, a Jewish newspaper reprinted a story on
FEOR’s web site reporting that Nizhny Novgorod city officials were pressing for the closure of a
Jewish school, arguing (incorrectly) that it is illegal for Russian citizens to be taught according to
their ethnic origin.24
Also in September, parents’ groups in the Kanavinsky district of Nizhny Novgorod protested a
proposal by the Jewish community to set up separate kosher food distribution for Jewish children.
Many parents reportedly saw the proposal to distribute kosher food to Jewish students and regular
food to non-Jewish students at a kindergarten in the city as “inciting ethno-religious discord.”
The kindergarten originally belonged to the Nizhny Novgorod Meat Factory (large enterprises in
Russia often provide schools for the children of employees), but since January 2001, it has belonged
to the district government. Soon afterwards, half of the teachers left because of lower salaries and
some students had to leave too. The local Jewish community, which rents another part of the building, proposed buying or renting (it is not clear in the report) the kindergarten, promising to repair
pipes and electrical problems, as well as solving the problem of low teacher salaries. The proposal
included the condition that Jewish children eat separately so that they could keep kosher.
A representative from the district administration proposed to leaders of the parents’ groups that they
meet with the Jewish community to work out the problem peacefully. In her opinion, there is no
cause to believe that the proposal incites ethnic hatred, since all the students will have classes together, just eat separately.25
In December 2001, a Nizhny Novgorod newspaper reported that alleged local criminal kingpin
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Andrey Klimentev appeared on national television to criticize “Jewish boys” for blocking his election as governor.26 Mr. Klimentev was elected mayor a couple of years ago, but prevented from
assuming the post after federal authorities stepped in. The “Jewish boy” Mr. Klimentev who was
most likely referring to is Volga Federal District Presidential Representative Sergey Kirienko—an
official with Jewish roots who played an active role in blocking Mr. Klimentev from coming to
power, including in the gubernatorial elections.
Antisemitic Media
In January 2001, the local weekly newspaper Monitor accused Jews of exaggerating antisemitism in
Russia for sinister ends:
It goes without saying that to accuse Russia of the sin of antisemitism is advantageous to someone. In different
times and for different reasons. It was like that during the time of the USSR, when the Zionist lobby achieved
the recognition of Jews coming from the Soviet Union as political refugees, which gave the Jews large advantages. That is pretty much how some financial circles want to present the situation of Jews now.
The leadership of the Russian Jewish Congress made an undoubted precedent by judging the “persecution” of
[then Russian Jewish Congress head Vladimir] Gusinsky as an act “against the independence of the Russian
Jewish community.”

The article went on to condemn immoral “cosmopolitans” (a pejorative Stalinist code word for Jews)
for creating “provocations under the name of ‘Russian antisemitism.’”27
Xenophobia
In May 2001, a local news agency reported that open air market places throughout the city closed,
officially for a cleaning day, but really because of “Border Guard Day.” Veterans of the Border
Guard service regularly attack market traders from the Caucasus on that day.28
Religious Intolerance
In April 2001, local Russian Orthodox, Muslim and Jewish leaders participated in a conference
entitled “Totalitarian Sects—Threat of the 21st Century.” Participants reportedly lumped in Mormons
and Jehovah’s Witnesses with genuinely dangerous cults. Antisemitic writer Deacon Andrey Kuraev
and “fighter against sects” Aleksandr Dvorkin also attended the conference.29 In June 2001, probably
as a consequence of this conference, the Nizhny Novgorod administration released a “black list” of
religious faiths that officials and organizations should avoid contact with. One faith listed was the
Jehovah’s Witnesses.30
Also in June 2001, local Russian Orthodox clerics received a falsified letter supposedly from the
campaign of gubernatorial candidate Vadim Bulavinov. The letter “revealed” plans for a takeover by
the Catholic Church of Niznhy Novgorod.31
In July 2001, the chairman of the regional government Sergey Obozov met with local Russian
Orthodox clerics to discuss the “threat” of “Western sects of a pseudo-Christian nature.” According
to a news agency report, the official and the priests came to the joint conclusion that the administration of Nizhny Novgorod Oblast should support only faiths that are “traditional” for the region—
Russian Orthodoxy, Islam, Catholicism, Buddhism and Judaism.32
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In September 2001, the windows of the Tauba mosque in Nizhny Novgorod’s Avtozavodsky District
were smashed just a few months after the mosque was opened. Mufti Umyar Yusip emphasized: “I
don’t believe that the broken glass is a sign of a negative attitude from Russian Orthodox or other
Nizhny Novgorod residents towards Islam.”33 On the other hand, Mufti Umyar Idrisov (who is
perhaps the same person) complained that same month to the region’s governor that some local
media were equating terrorism with Islam.34
PERM OBLAST
Estimated Jewish Population: 5,000.35
Highlights from the Previous Report
According to a local human rights NGO, the RNU regularly distributed flyers decorated with swastikas and its newspaper Russky poryadok (“Russian Order”). The group regularly met in the center of
the city. In August 2000, a local newspaper interviewed a woman who had left the RNU. She
described a strictly hierarchical structure and an organization which taught its members to hate the
“kike world.” Another local newspaper described racist attacks by skinheads on Africans, members
of NGOs, and Azeris. Police detained several skinheads, but reportedly hinted that they wouldn’t
charge them with anything serious because of their young age and because the victims had not
suffered serious bodily harm.
According to a local human rights NGO, ethnic minority groups have suffered so many “illegal acts
at the hands of the police” that they usually do not bother complaining about them to either the local
authorities or to local human rights groups.
UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions36
There are over one million people in the city, including over 100 nationalities, between 3,000 and
3,500 of which are Jews. In the region there are around 5,000 [Jews]. Very strong incidents of
antisemitism are rare. But leaflets and articles in newspapers appear. Several years ago, there was a
rampage in the cemetery. This April [2001] on Hitler’s birthday, once again cemetery monuments
were destroyed.
At the same time, the city and regional administrations have good working relations with the [Jewish] community in Perm: They fund our newspaper Yom-Yom and holidays, the city gives 2.5 times
the normal salary to teachers at the Sunday school, and inter-confession councils are regularly held in
the city.
HOWEVER! When Luzhkov banned the mass meeting of the RNU in Moscow, Perm hosted them.
This year in June, two young volunteers from India who had come to help the Roman Catholic
community were severely beaten on the street, and fascist youths often write graffiti on the walls.
Now an initiative group from our community has prepared a statement for the administration and for
the Prosecutor’s Office demanding an investigation of the rampage in the cemetery and the opening
of a criminal case.
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The administration has already begun an action in response called “Joint Memory” in order to restore
the destroyed cemetery plots. The Inter-confessional Council has also made a statement condemning
acts of antisemitism. I think that such conferences [UCSJ’s July 2001 meeting in Moscow] are very
necessary, this work needs to continue because to talk about the absence of antisemitism is not
appropriate, and the international public needs to know quickly about all incidents of antisemitism,
xenophobia and nationalism.
Extremist Groups
A local newspaper reported in May 2001 that an RNU member was jailed for five days in Beryozniki
for “hooliganism” after being arrested for distributing RNU literature.37 In July 2001, a different
local paper quoted Sergey Neganov—a regional administration official in charge of relations with
political, religious and ethnic organizations—as saying: “In our region, there is traditionally high
support for parties that espouse liberal views, and at the same time the position of the RNU is pretty
strong.”38
In August 2001, the former head of the Perm Oblast MVD—Nail Salakhov—held a party congress in
Perm of the “Unification” movement, the new name for the bizarre antisemitic cult “Towards God’s
Kingdom” (“K Bogoderzhaviyu”). Mr. Salakhov heads the Perm branch of the movement. A local
newspaper reported the following about this movement:
The program documents of this rather strange organization are filled with blatant antisemitism, obscurantism and
mysticism. It’s enough to say that in these documents, excerpts from “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” are
cited in detail.39

According to UCSJ’s local monitor, Mr. Salakhov’s party is not influential in the city and is monitored by the city administration as a result of complaints from the Jewish community and the Russian
Orthodox diocese (the Russian Orthodox Church classifies “Towards God’s Kingdom” as a “totalitarian sect”). The group distributes its antisemitic newspaper Mera (published in Novosibirsk) in
Perm.40
In October 2001, a local newspaper interviewed Perm skinheads who raved about their actions to
“cleanse the white race of the Turkish-Mongol-Semitic yoke” through “legal and illegal methods.”
The interviewees revealed that the People’s National Party has a branch in Perm, (the article concluded with the author’s assertion that the People’s National Party’s rabidly antisemitic newspaper Ya
Russky! is distributed at the local university) and that “more than one inferior-race scumbag has felt
the powers of our fists, but unfortunately, our native police has been bought off by the ‘occupiers’
and therefore, some of us have been convicted of attacks on ‘non-Russians.’” The skinheads
claimed to have between 150-200 “fighters” in Perm. “We hate the Tajiks and Gypsies because they
sell drugs,” one skinhead argued, “and the Jews because they steal young women and sell them to
brothels in Asia and Israel.”41
Other Antisemitic Incidents
A local human rights NGO reported that: “Among Jews, only 22.8% of those polled have not encountered nationalistic insults or hints, while 15% reported direct, frequent insults to their persons.”42
In August 2001, antisemites desecrated Jewish graves in the Egorshikhinsky Cemetery of Perm. Grave
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stones were smashed and covered with swastikas,
obscene words and drawings, and the extremist slogan “Russia for Russians!” Empty beer bottles were
discovered nearby. The local Jewish community sent
an appeal to the city Prosecutor’s Office to investigate the incident and a case was opened.43
Antisemitic Media
The local newspaper Mirovozzrenie printed an
article in September 2001 claiming that: “The
genocide of the Russian People, which has no
analog in history, was planned by the Western financial oligarchy and executed with the help of
Jewish criminal clans…”44
The newspaper Preobrazhenie, published in Perm
by the Stepan Velikopermsky Russian Orthodox
Brotherhood, printed in August 2001 an article
arguing that the problems facing the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad (an émigré church not affiliated with the Moscow Patriarchy) are caused
by the “poisoning of the blood” of its
congregants—the acceptance into its congregations of “alien elements—from baptized kikes to
representatives of lower races (like Chinese, for
Desecrated Jewish gravestone,
instance) and even natural sub-humans (like black
Ergorshikhinsky Cemetery
people, for instance).”45 This is an especially
strange position for anybody calling themselves Russian Orthodox to take, since the Church traditionally defines its adherents on a religious, not a racial, basis.

REPUBLIC OF BASHKORTOSTAN
Estimated Jewish Population: 9,000 in Ufa.46
Highlights from the Previous Report
For the last four years, the Republic of Bashkortostan has refused to issue Russian Federation passports to citizens, because federal passports do not contain the “fifth line” of Soviet passports, which
indicates the bearer’s ethnicity. During the Soviet period, Jews were discriminated against based on
the “fifth line” and its abolition today provides Russian Jews a measure of protective anonymity.
This decision of the local authorities appears to be motivated by the desire to better identify members
of the republic’s titular ethnicity in order to promote greater economic, political and cultural rights
and privileges for Bashkirs.
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A local human rights NGO reported that Bashkirs are given preferential treatment in education, for
example in the defense of doctoral dissertations. Seven American Protestant missionaries were
expelled from the republic after being harassed by the authorities. The chief prosecutor of the town
of Uchaly tried to stop Jehovah’s Witnesses from teaching their faith to their children. The prosecutor was eventually transferred and the harassment ended.
UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions47
People from over 100 different ethnic groups live in Bashkortostan. Anti-Jewish sentiment and
incidents of antisemitism were never traditional for our region. Even during the time of the massive
[antisemitic] government campaigns of 1948-52, they did not reach the level of intensity found in
other regions.
However, massive antisemitic propaganda lasting for decades did not pass without leaving traces.
Many Jews became scared, hid their ethnicity and felt a false sense of shame for their historical
roots, a phenomenon which remains even to this day.
For the urban population, due to the worsening of social circumstances, a low level of tolerance is
typical and traditions of teaching the masses tolerance and respect for the history and traditions of
other peoples is absent. Tension is noted principally between two Muslim ethnicities—the Bashkirs
and the Tatars, who often make emotional statements in the press, at meetings and at assemblies of
peoples of Bashkortostan. Jews are on the sidelines of this.
The leadership of the republic strives to preserve stability in the region, and therefore creates programs for the rebirth and development of peoples, including Jews. Assemblies of peoples of
Bashkortostan and days of culture take place. Ten to twelve years ago neo-Nazis were active here,
calling Jews listed in the telephone book demanding that they leave. Two years ago the RNU and
National Bolshevik Party functioned here, leaving their slogans everywhere. In December 1999
during the election campaign [to the State Duma] there were leaflets depicting the trio of
Berezovsky-Abramovich-Mamut drawn in the spirit of Goebells’ propaganda. There were two acts
of vandalism in the cemetery.
However, antisemitism and xenophobia are not advantageous and their propaganda is now not spread
openly. On the other hand, it wouldn’t be correct to say that the republic is populated by
Judeophiles. Antisemitism has in a way gone underground and has a latent character. Periodically,
insulting graffiti appears not just on underpasses, but on the streets. The [Moscow-based
antisemitic] newspapers Molniya and Duel and similar publications are distributed. Last fall [2000]
one representative of the Jewish community found in his postal box “The Catechism of a Soviet
Jew” along with the magazine Lechaim. Street level antisemitism has still not been overcome.
The newspaper Sovetskaya Bashkiriya [an official publication of the republican administration,
according to a local human rights NGO48] occasionally publishes material of a doubtful character.
In May 2000 under the subject heading “Journalistic Investigation” an article entitled “Israeli Doctor—A Specialist in Brain Drain” was published in that newspaper. The article described how the
Jewish Agency of Russia is connected to Israeli intelligence services and how Jewish Sunday schools
are preparing students for Israel using the [Russian] tax payers’ money, since they are financed, like
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other Sunday schools, by RUNO [a government education agency]. A collage of wolves in sheep’s
clothing took up half the page and had a powerful psychological impact on the readers. You didn’t
even have to read the article, just look at the collage. The journalist hid behind the locally famous
last name Benin. The chairman of the ENKTs “Kokhav” [a local Jewish community organization]
Sh. N. Kats send a letter to the editor in the name of the [Jewish] community but was told that the
paper would not publish it or retract the article. The Deputy Prime Minister of the republic said that
the Cabinet of Ministers had no opinion on this publication.
Filled with tabloid style news, the article “In a Haifa Cemetery ‘The Goods’ are Lying” (published on
November 8, 2000) reported on a certain native of Ufa named Igor Spektor who organized brothels
in Israel and sent there “Live Goods.”
The well known local writer Mikhail Chvanov, who advocates respect for historical traditions, often
uses anti-democratic slogans in his writings and interviews and blames Jews for their participation in
the Revolution, the destruction of spirituality and the genocide of the nation. He sharply criticizes
the democratic intelligentsia and in an interview called the famous journalist Alla Gerber “a maniac.”
Being the head of a foundation named after a resident of Bashkortostan—the 19th Century Slavophile
writer S. T. Aksakov—Mr. Chvanov holds yearly Aksakov readings to which he invites writers who
share his views—V. Belov, V. Rasputin [both writers are infamous antisemites] and others. Without
a doubt, these readings have a clear ideological subtext.
One of Baskhortostan State University’s professors never hid his views, though, as his colleagues put
it, one can’t call him a “street-level” [bytovoy] antisemite. He claimed that all of Israel’s foreign
policy is expansion against the Arab world, Zionism is fascism, everything is under the control of the
Mossad, and Jews are to blame for all of Russia’s troubles. He quite often published his articles in
Nash Sovremennik49 printed in Krasnodar Kray. He copied and distributed articles from this magazine to students and professors and gave lectures against the “Metropol” almanac of Arkady Raykin.
He is also against Muslims. And while he doesn’t directly talk about this in his lectures, the students
understand the sub-text perfectly well. The leadership of the department is taking measures to stop
the distribution of that kind of material.
The issue of the synagogue has still not been resolved. In 1930, the wonderful building of the former
synagogue that was built before the Revolution on the people’s money was seized and turned into a
club for the NKVD [the secret police]. Later, a theater was located there, and nowadays the symphony.
The leadership of the Jewish community has several times appealed to the authorities to return the
building to the community or give them a different one. Ten years have passed, but nothing has
changed, though there is a decision by the President of the republic. During meetings with President
Putin in Ufa, S. I. Spivak, the current head of the ENKTs, mentioned this issue.
The Jewish community is forced to refuse the accommodations offered in exchange because they are
either located too far away or they require a lot of reconstruction (which the community would have
to pay for, of course). Also, the community is forced to refuse spaces offered by the authorities since
there are many homes on these spaces, which the authorities propose to replace using the
community’s money.
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There is no doubt that there are difficulties when it comes to Jews occupying high positions or their
appointment to leadership posts. There are fewer and fewer Jews in the health, cultural and educational sectors, though I can’t prove this statistically, because such statistics are not recorded.
During the writing of the second edition of the book “Essays on the History of the Jews of
Bashkortostan” the writers ran across the problem that several people, including many who are
famous, were unhappy that they were going to be mentioned in the book, because that could “harm
their or their children’s career.” There were phone calls with requests and even threats not to include
their names in the second edition. It became clear that pain and fear lives on to this day in people
who have neither forgotten nor forgiven anything. People even called the local parliament in order to
find out who was putting together this list and why. They said: “Did you prepare this list for
Makashov?” [A former member of the State Duma who has publicly called for the murder of Jews.]
By the way, many Ufa printers refused to print this book or raised the price of the job once they saw
its title. Neither the Ministry of the Press or the Cabinet of Ministers offered any help.
Until recently, passports were not distributed in the republic because the local leadership didn’t like
the absence of the “ethnicity” line.
Extremist Groups
In late 2001, Grand Mufti Talgat Tadzhuddin—the head of the largest umbrella group of Russian
Muslim organizations, which is based in Ufa—warned that Islamic missionaries from Pakistan had
visited a mosque in Bashkortostan to urge local Muslims “to rise up against the infidel Russia” and
promised them weapons and money.50
Antisemitic Literature
In July 2001, UCSJ’s local monitor reported that an antisemitic leaflet was being circulated in local
Russian Orthodox churches. Full of hate, the leaflet referred to Jews as “damn kikes,” proclaiming
that “the blood and torture Russia is going through is on your shoulders” and promising that “you
will always be blamed for this sin.” It went on to call Jews “servants of Satan” asserting that: “Your
father is the devil and you want to make all of us worship him.” A calendar with the same content
commemorating the anniversary of the murder of the last Tsar and his family was on sale at a local
Russian Orthodox church for two rubles. The local Russian Orthodox bishop denied any connection
to the distribution of this illegal (under Article 282 of the Criminal Code) propaganda. The local
Jewish community informed the prosecutor’s office, but on July 26, 2001 the Ufa Prosecutor’s
Office refused to start a criminal case,51 and the community decided not to appeal this decision.
Also in July 2001, an infamous antisemitic forgery entitled “The Catechism of a Jew in the USSR”
was circulated to employees of an oil refinery in Ufa. Similar antisemitic propaganda tends to be
circulated in the northern, more industrialized part of the city.52
Religious Intolerance
The official publication Sovetskaya Bashkiriya ran an article in June 2000 warning about the activities of a US citizen name Ronald Barkley and his organization:
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In fact, the organization is engaged in missionary activity, in violation of its charter and Russian legislation.
Specifically, its active members distribute Baptist literature in the Bashkir and Tatar languages among the
Muslim part of the republic’s population… The Baptist ideology [sic!] is freely spread among us, and Bashkirs
and Tatars are attracted into this sect under the guise of freedom of conscience and religion. And the fact that
such activities in a republic where Islam is traditionally practiced could lead to a sharpening of inter-ethnic and
inter-religious relations is not their problem… One more circumstance that raises suspicion. As a rule, the
Americans chose to live and work for some reason as closely as they could to secured locations located on the
territory of the republic. And they tried to penetrate directly into the forbidden, guarded zone…

The article went on to report that the missionaries were ordered to leave as a result of their alleged
violations of the law.53 These may have been the same missionaries whose expulsions were noted
in UCSJ’s previous report.
In a positive development, Mormons opened a temple in Ufa, one of the first in Russia, according to
a news service report.54 The temple is equipped with a modern security system, but that didn’t
prevent vandals from painting swastikas and the words “Yankees go home!” on its walls a few
months after it was opened.55
REPUBLIC OF CHUVASHIA
Highlights from the Previous Report
The RNU was denied registration in the republic. In March 2000, Sovetskaya Chuvashiya alleged
that local Communist politicians were allied with the RNU. According to the article, the RNU
participated in many KPRF, Working Russia, and Stalinist Block for the USSR rallies, and the
leaders of Chuvash KPRF gave local RNU leader A. Imendaev power of attorney to sue local newspapers on the KPRF’s behalf. V. Malinov, a KPRF member of the republican legislature, allegedly
hired Mr. Imendaev as a deputy’s aide. In return, the RNU helped out in Malinov’s election campaign, as well as helping Working Russia during the 1999 State Duma elections. The head of the
Chuvash branch of Working Russia helped ensure that Mr. Imendaev was included on the electoral
list of the Stalinist Block for the USSR in Tatarstan for the State Duma elections. The Communists
dominated elected positions in the republic, except for the presidency.
The Church of Christ, a Pentecostal church in the republic, was refused registration in March 1999
and the local Ministry of Justice sent an appeal to “liquidate” (disband) it to a court, accusing the
church of using hypnosis and recruiting minors by distributing religious cartoons. A psychiatrist
testified in court that according to his “scientific conclusion” the pastor used:
[M]ethods designed to induce a trance like state using such psychological techniques as: manipulation of
emotions, displaying excessive amounts of love, attention and concern for people in order to gain their trust,
stimulation of extreme emotions of guilt and fear and the use of song, prayer, and repetition of the same phrases
over and over again to achieve the suspension of rational thought and induce a state of mass hypnosis.

The case against the church was postponed several times throughout 2000, but on October 25, 2001
the case was dismissed by a court after the Department of Justice withdrew its claims.
UCSJ’s Regional Monitor on Local Conditions56
The Jewish population is 600-800 people.
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In general, the positive attitude of the local authorities towards various religious and confessions,
including the Jews, should be pointed out.
On July 17 [2001], the leaders of ethnic communities (Tatar, Mari, Azeri and Jewish) were invited to
the department of culture of the Cheboksary city administration. A festival of National Culture is the
next joint action planned—it will take place on August 19.
Incidents of antisemitism generally take place in the local pro-communist press (the newspapers
Respublika, Cheboksarskaya pravda and others). An escalation in the situation took place in March
2001 before mayoral elections (the then mayor was accused of “being related to the Jewish mafia”).
There is also grassroots antisemitism in the form of graffiti.
Material sent from the Open University of Israel is regularly opened (the last time this happened was
on July 16). Post office workers say this is because of bad transportation of the mail.
Extremist Groups
In December 2000, a local newspaper profiled that activities of local extremists. The article began
with descriptions of skinhead attacks against dark-skinned foreign students. The author of the article
sharply criticized law enforcement agencies for classifying such attacks as simple hooliganism,
rather than as hate crimes, giving the example of two skinheads put on trial for hooliganism after
they attacked an Indian student. The two extremists allegedly became enraged when they saw the
student walking with a Russian woman, telling their victim right before they beat him:
“You’re taking a stroll with our woman? Get yourself back to your motherland…” However the skinheads
convinced the judge that such a conversation never took place.
And they were convicted only for fighting [not for a hate crime].
This is a typical course for trials of other skinheads who have beaten or killed “colored people.” You would
have to agree that no region would want to be known across the country as a place where Nazism (racism) exists.
It’s simpler to close your eyes to certain circumstances of these crimes. That is just how we, with our hands over
our eyes, look at the fact that in this year in Cheboksary alone, dozens of foreigners have been beaten. In
addition, on September 11 of this year in the student district of Cheboksary, skinheads “rumbled” with foreigners
with a dozen people on each side. Four skinheads were charged.

The same article alleged that the head of the local National Bolshevik Party chapter had spoken
publicly about the need to overthrown the “Jewish” government, and that some local officials were
cooperating with extremist groups.57
REPUBLIC OF MARI-EL
Highlights from the Previous Report
According to a local human rights NGO, the RNU was registered in the republic in December 1998,
which allowed them to hold a march in the streets of Yoshkar-Ola. The organization Antifascist
Youth Action held a counter-demonstration, after which the RNU marches stopped (the last one was
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held in July 1999). Until May 1999, the head of the local RNU reportedly worked in the Department
of Youth Affairs of the Yoshkar-Ola city administration.
Extremist Groups
In July 2001, a local newspaper reported that in blatant defiance of the central government’s sporadic
campaign against the RNU, the Mari-El Department of Justice in had registered Russian Rebirth—
the main successor to the RNU.58 In May 2001, a local newspaper reported that RNU members
unsuccessfully tried to disrupt a rock concert.59
Religious Intolerance
In July 2001, the Christian Center of Yoshkar-Ola sued the city administration for allegedly preventing the celebration of a religious holiday by not granting its members permission to hold a religious
event on a city square. The city administration argued that the square had already been reserved for
another event. On the first day of the trial, “numerous” Russian Orthodox believers came to the
courthouse to protest against the Christian Center, calling it a “sect.”60 UCSJ is not aware of the
outcome of this trial.
REPUBLIC OF MORDOVIA
Highlights from the Previous Report
In November 1999, a local newspaper reported on a poll asking residents of the regional capital
Saransk their opinion of the RNU. While 47% had a negative reaction to the RNU and 35% were
indifferent, 16.9% viewed the organization positively.
In September 2000, Keston News Service reported that the head of the village administration of
Komsomolsky, accompanied by police and a Russian Orthodox priest, broke up a Baptist prayer
meeting, dispersing participants and forcing Baptist leaders into police cars. One hundred local
residents petitioned the village authorities to drive the Baptists out, and an advisor to the republic’s
government on religious affairs was quoted as saying that unregistered groups like the Baptists in
Komsomolsky are not protected by the law, and police can therefore take any action they wish
against them.
Extremist Groups
In March 2001, a local newspaper profiled extremist groups operating in the republic. According to
the article, skinheads first appeared in Saransk in 1997 and their goal has been to “cleanse” the city
of non-Russians. The article describes an attack on Pakistani students at a night club, after which a
group of skinheads were arrested. The RNU appeared at about the same time as the skinheads, with
just a few dozen members, some of whom included the directors of large firms. The RNU created a
youth wing with about 30 members. Local law enforcement immediately focused on the RNU,
arresting several of its members for distributing hate literature. As a result, the organization is now
operating for the most part underground. In 1998-99, local extremists trained in the woods, learning
hand to hand combat. This group, which was not clearly identified, had the goal of “cleansing” the
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city of Jews and other non-Russians. Finally, the article described how a former RNU member who
is currently a teacher organized in his school a group of students to keep order, as a result of which
discipline has improved significantly.61
SAMARA OBLAST
Estimated Jewish Population: 18,000.62
Highlights from the Previous Report
Shortly before the December 1999 elections, KPRF MP General Albert Makashov—the former
commander of the Volga Military District and a notorious antisemite who has publicly called for the
murder of Jews—was favored to win re-election in the Promyshlenny District of the city of Samara.
The local KPRF was behind him. However, General Makashov’s ambitions for re-election were
thwarted at the last minute by a district election commission, which ruled just three days before the
parliamentary elections that his campaign was guilty of a minor campaign violation and disqualified
his candidacy without giving him adequate time to dispute the ruling in court before the elections.
The head of the Samara branch of the Congress of Russian Communities—former policeman
Vladimir Sherstnev—founded the Russian Center in Samara, which unites five extremist organizations: The Congress of Russian Communities, the Russian Synod, the Slavic Script Fund, the Russian School Fund and the Russia Party. Mr. Sherstnev organized a February 1999 march of extremist
groups in Samara and shouted antisemitic slogans in front of television cameras. In March 2000,
Oleg Kitter, the head of a security firm and former deputy mayor of Samara, was put on trial for
inciting ethnic hatred (see below for more details on Mr. Kitter).
In August 2000, more than 40 Jewish grave monuments were destroyed by vandals who painted
swastikas on several tombstones.
Hundreds of Cossacks worked with the police to “maintain order.”
Extremist Groups
On December 4, 2000 a group of pensioners joined by young extremists from the National Bolsheviks and the National’s People’s Party blocked traffic on the Samara-Moscow highway for 20 minutes in a protest for pensioners’ rights. The head of the local branch of the National People’s Party—
Viktor Guzhov, former head of the local RNU—was almost arrested by police, but was rescued by
pensioners.63 Mr. Guzhov officially opened an office for his party branch in January 2001.64 In April
2001, the head of the National People’s Party—Aleksandr Ivanov-Sukharevsky—held a press conference in Samara’s Socio-Political Center to announce that:
Samara is becoming the center of Russia’s nationalist rebirth… We don’t want bloodshed, but it is essential to
defend the Russian nation, weapons in hand. I have already offered after the terrorist acts committed by the
Chechens to take a plane and bomb all representatives of that nation.65

In March 2001, former State Duma deputy General Albert Makashov spoke at a rally of local Communists in the Samara Gubernia House of Scientists. The gathering was dedicated to “Slavic unity”
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against “American imperialism and Zionism.”66
In its May 2001 issue, the newspaper of the Samara branch of Viktor Anpilov’s leftist antisemitic
“Working Russia” party—“Working Samara”—sharply criticized a resolution then circulating in the
State Duma that condemned antisemitism (the resolution did not pass). In an article entitled “The
Right-Wing Majority in the State Duma Continues to Mock the People,” reporter Yu. Khamkin
called the bill “insulting for the native peoples of Russia.”
Mr. Khamkin also wrote:
When Russian-hating bills are submitted, an alternative bill needs to be submitted immediately. In this case, a
bill entitled “On the De-Zionization of the Country.” Statutes of this law could be a ban on professions: Zionists
should not be in the media, schools, banks, publishing houses, directors of major enterprises, etc.
In order to prove that a person is a Zionist (irrespective of his ethnicity, since Zionism is a supra-ethnic category), it is sufficient to simply prove just one anti-people (or Russophobic) public statement (or action) over the
past 10 years.67

In August 2001, UCSJ’s Samara monitor reported that skinheads are becoming more active in Samara. The estimated 200 skinheads in Samara engage in a variety of activities, ranging from distributing antisemitic and racist literature they get from Moscow to covering walls and fences in certain
parts of the city with swastikas and chauvinistic slogans like “Russia for Russians!” and “We will
save Russia!” They also attack ethnic minorities. For example, in 2000 skinheads beat two visitors
to the city from Central Asia outside of a disco.68
Also in August 2001, a group of skinheads was put on trial in Tolyatti. Journalists from a local paper
trying to cover the trial were arrested by police.69 In October 2001, the five young neo-Nazis were
sentenced to between three and three and a half years each in prison for a March 2001 attack on a
youth, during which around 20 skinheads boarded a bus and started beating every passenger they
could get their hands on. The skinheads beat 16 year old Aleksey Khudin so severely that he was
unconscious in a hospital for a week and ended up an invalid. Witnesses for the defense called for
Russia to be “cleansed of blacks.”70
On August 21, 2001—the 10th anniversary of the August 1991 coup attempt—General Makashov
addressed a gathering of around 500 Communists in Samara. Standing beneath a portrait of Soviet
dictator Joseph Stalin, the former Duma member blamed the collapse of the Soviet Union, which
began in earnest after the failure of the August coup, on the supposedly nefarious activities of the
American and Israeli embassies in Moscow.71
On September 21, several dozen members of local antisemitic groups in Samara protested the performance of an opera about Ivan the Terrible. Members of the groups For Social Justice, The Russian
National Center, the Slavic Council and the People’s National Party blasted the opera “The Vision of
Ivan the Terrible” as “anti-Russian.” Some protestors held signs reading “‘Vision’ is a Jewish mockery over the memory of a Russian Tsar” and “Down with anti-Russian filth!” Viktor Timofeev—the
leader of For Social Justice—was detained briefly and given an administrative warning because of
the protestors’ use of megaphones to disturb the peace.72
A statement using antisemitic language was published in the October 4, 2001 issue of the Samara
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newspaper Volzhskaya zarya which called for Russians to rally in Samara to protest the passage of a
Land Code by the State Duma. The statement, signed by the Movement for Social Justice and two
other organizations, called for all Russians “who have not been turned into mute cattle who submissively go to the kike slaughter” to join the rally against “the lackeys of America—the oligarchs.”
The statement targeted Yefim Kogan, the head of the regional Department of Education, by calling
for “teachers who have been crucified on the plank of the Kogan reforms” to join the rally.73 On
October 5, the rally took place. Around 500 people assembled in Samara, including the top leadership of the Samara KPRF. Protestors called for an end to the destructive influence of “Zionist
oligarchs” and the USA on the economy and agricultural policy of Russia. Antisemitic and racist
graffiti appeared near the protest site calling for violence against “kikes,” reportedly painted by
members of the National Bolshevik Party.74
Also in October 2001, a local newspaper profiled skinheads in Samara as ranging in age from 12-20
years old and for the most part living in low income districts of the city. The author of the article
interviewed three local skinheads, asking them about their world view.
In response to the question “What have the Negroes done to you that is so bad?” a skinhead name
Mikha answered: “You are so naïve! All of these churki [a pejorative term for dark-skinned people],
not just Negroes, but also Arabs, Chinese and Jews are insane morons. Who do you think blew up
the buildings in America?” [an apparent reference to the September 11 terrorist attacks].
Another skinhead added: “Let them stay in their own countries. We don’t go to you, so you
shouldn’t crawl over here to us.” The young extremists screamed “Death to the blacks!” at the
beginning of the interview and when asked what they do for fun, one told the reporter that he worked
all day as a truck driver and therefore had no time for hobbies, while another said he boxed.75
On November 7—the anniversary of the Russian Revolution—around 1,500 people rallied in Samara. Joining the mostly elderly crowd were around 30 National Bolsheviks. Speakers, including
General Makashov, blasted the US and “Zionist oligarchs.” Antisemitic newspapers were distributed.76
Oleg Kitter77
The campaign leading up to mayoral elections that were held in Samara on July 15 was repeatedly
marred by antisemitic propaganda. The main contenders were the incumbent mayor (and eventual
winner), Georgy Limansky, and the head of the regional Department on the Fuel-Energy Complex
and Communications, Yuri Prisekin.
Another candidate was the director of the Aleks detective agency, Oleg
Kitter—a former deputy mayor of Samara. Over the past three years he has
become famous in the city as a militant antisemite. In one of his press conferences at the regional public-political center two years ago, he announced
that it is necessary to “demolish all synagogues in Russia and expel the Jews.”
After this statement, which was published by all the regional media, the
president of the Samara Jewish national-cultural autonomy (and UCSJ’s
monitor) Aleksandr Brod sent a written request to the Prosecutor’s Office of
the city of Samara demanding that a criminal case be started against Mr.
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Kitter for inciting ethnic hatred. The case was started in March 2000. After a long delay, on February 2001, court hearings were begun again. The court hearings were attended by General Makashov,
members of the local branch of the RNU, in black uniforms with stylized swastikas, and Communists. Mr. Kitter came to court in a festive white suit and once again repeated to the television
cameras his goal to “demolish synagogues and expel the Jews.”
Judge A. Morgunkov sent the case for further investigation and ordered a linguistic examination of
the word zhid (kike). In the newspaper Aleks-Inform, which is published by Mr. Kitter, articles from
the newspapers Zavtra, Russkoe slovo and other antisemitic publications are regularly published
about the dominant influence of “kike-Masons.” The head of the regional Department of Education,
Yefim Kogan, and the head of the regional Department of Finance, Vyacheslav Aronin, are both
constantly reviled in the paper.
The circulation of the newspaper has grown dramatically over the past three years: From 2,0005,000 to a circulation of 250,000 copies for its May 10, 2001 issue. The May 10 edition contains
excerpts from the infamous forgery “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” as well as fabricated
reports about the destructive role of Jews throughout world history. This issue was distributed by
Mr. Kitter’s staff in almost every mailbox of the city and at the city stadium during soccer matches
and other sporting events.
On May 29, 2001 Mr. Kitter’s candidacy was registered by a decision of
the city election commission. Out of 21,221 signatures gathered to support his candidacy, only 5.1% were ruled by the commission to be faked.
In other words, around 20,000 residents of Samara expressed in writing
their approval of Mr. Kitter’s call to “Demolish synagogues and expel the
Jews.”
In June, former Minister of the Press Boris Mironov, who is well known
for his antisemitic publishing and ties to extremist groups, gave a press
conference in Samara announcing his support for Mr. Kitter. That same month, Mr. Mironov went
on local television calling for a “seizure of power” as the only legitimate means of struggle for “the
interests of Russians.” For this clearly illegal statement, Mr. Mironov received nothing more than a
warning from the Volga Interregional Territorial Department.78
Boris Mironov

The June 16 issue of Samarskaya nedelya ran an interview with Mr. Mironov, who was quoted as
saying openly that he is an antisemite and that there is nothing wrong with using the word “kike.”
He also accused Jews of exterminating the Russian people through their supposed control of the
government:
The program of the extermination of the Russian people... this is the result of Jewish rule of Russia. And this
shows that Jews are not capable of running the country, that it is dangerous to give them power. Furthermore,
they do not have the right to rule Russia, since they are not one of its native peoples and they have a national
state of their own.

On June 29, 2001, the local newspaper Budin printed an interview with Mr. Kitter in which he
accused “people with dual citizenship” (an obvious reference to Jews and Israel) of working against
him and concluded by vowing: “If I lose [the mayoral elections], I promise to continue the struggle
against the ‘enemies of Russia.’”
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Eventually, Mr. Kitter did lose the race for mayor by a wide margin, but won in court in 2002 in a
farcical verdict.
Other Antisemitic Incidents
In March 2001, a court sentenced the head of a Satanic cult accused of the August 2000 desecration
of Jewish graves in Samara (See “Highlights from the Previous Report” above) to forced confinement in a psychiatric hospital. The other five members of the cult were set free because they were
under-aged.79
On October 15, 2001 swastikas were drawn on the walls of the former Choral Synagogue in Samara
and graffiti appeared on the building where Aron Kuznetsov—the elder of the Samara synagogue—
lives, reading “Aron is a kike.”80
Religious Intolerance
In May 2001, Deacon Andrey Kuraev—a prominent Russian Orthodox writer and antisemite—gave
a news conference in Samara in which he denounced Jehovah’s Witnesses as harmful, lumping them
in with Satanists.81
In July 2001, a local newspaper accused Mormons of being tools of US and German intelligence
agencies.82
SARATOV OBLAST
Estimated Jewish Population: 10,000.83
Highlights from the Previous Report
In July 2000, Grigory Trofimchuk—the leader of the Saratov RNU—accepted a position on an
official advisory council to the Saratov Regional Parliament. Earlier in 2000, Mr. Trofimchuk took a
similar position on the public council under the mayor of Saratov, which voted 38 to 1 to accept the
RNU leader as a member. Public councils are composed of local grassroots organizations and are
charged with advising local governments on legislation and social issues. According to the newspaper Kommersant, the RNU was strongest in Balakovo, where its members regularly met with school
principals in that city and indoctrinated local youth in their hateful ideology. In August 2000, the
RNU joined with local Cossacks and the Combat Solidarity Union of Veterans of Local Wars in
founding the Obereg (“Talisman”) Union of Patriotic Forces. At the group’s founding congress,
which was attended by a large audience, the RNU called for Russians to be promoted to positions of
influence in the Russian government and claimed that Obereg has 10,000 members, 7,500 of whom
are Cossacks.
In May 1999, 13 year old Alla Geyfman—the daughter of a prominent local Jewish businessman—
was kidnapped by criminals dressed in police uniforms who took her to Chechnya. She was held
there until mid-December 1999, when she was either freed by Russian troops or released after a
ransom was paid. Her captors initially demanded a $5 million ransom and cut off two of her fingers
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in an effort to force her father to pay. In December 1999, Mikhail Zeigman, a 71 year old retired
soldier, was murdered in his apartment, the second time a Jew about to leave Saratov for Israel was
killed over a short period of time. Mr. Zeigman had sold his apartment for $10,000 and had kept the
money hidden there rather than entrusting it to Russia’s shaky banking system.
Extremist Groups
RNU
In January 2001, Governor Ayatskov removed Mayor Aleksey Saurin of Balakovo from office in a
controversial move that circumvented democratic norms. Mayor Saurin had been a public supporter
of the RNU in his city. In December 1998, Mayor Saurin reportedly met with RNU representatives
to discuss youth education issues and problems of religious and national culture. In May 1999, the
mayor wrote an article in the local newspaper Saratov praising the RNU (See UCSJ’s Russian
Regional Report 1998-99). None of this appears to be behind the decision of Governor Ayatskov to
remove him from power, which was instead motivated by sharp differences over tax policy and
Mayor Saurin’s reputed plans to make Balakovo more independent of the region.
Some federal politicians came to Mayor Saurin’s defense. On November 10, 2000 the deputy chairman of the Fatherland-All Russia Duma fraction—Vyacheslav Volodin—announced at a press
conference in Saratov that he had no knowledge of Mayor Saurin’s alleged ties to the RNU, on the
contrary, he asserted, the mayor supported constructive forces in his city.84 In June 2001, the chairman of the Fatherland-All Russia faction—Georgy Boos—condemned the arrest of Mayor Saurin.85
Eventually, Mayor Saurin was released from custody, though he never got his office back, instead
becoming a federal official at the Ministry of Agriculture.86
After announcing in March 2001 that the Saratov RNU had transformed itself into the local branch
of Russian Rebirth—a successor party to the RNU—longtime Saratov RNU leader Grigory
Trofimchuk bragged that some officials were interested in joining his organization. According to a
local newspaper:
Trofimchuk has plenty of reasons for optimism. Saratov officials are truly interested in this person. He was
accepted without question onto the councils under the mayor of Saratov and the regional Duma, surprisingly, he
easily became a member of the public council under the governor and even signed an agreement on public
accord in the region at the beginning of the year. It is true that with the liquidation of the RNU [and its replacement by Russian Rebirth], Trofimchuk automatically will lose his position in these public structures, which
saddens him.87

Also in March 2001, the East-West Institute’s Russian Regional Report carried a story from Saratov
on Mr. Trofimchuk:
On 20 July 2000, Trofimchuk managed to unite Saratov’s three largest and most active opposition groups (not
including the Communist Party) into the Union of Patriotic Forces (Obereg). Besides the RNU, this group
included the Saratov City Cossack Society (headed by Ataman Andrei Fetisov) and the Saratov City Union of
Battle Solidarity. Alliance leaders say that their group numbers 10,000 members. If one takes into account that
the Cossacks include family members in their estimates and the Union of Battle Solidarity includes 1,500
participants, then the number is realistic…
The oblast’s executive and legislative authorities have not taken any measures to oppose the activities of the
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